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1. Summary 
Little progress has been made in completing the outstanding ATPs or updating the Verification Cross 
Reference Matrices since the last Board meeting. The reason for this has mostly been due to the need to 
complete commissioning of outstanding subsystems (e.g. the Prime Focus & Tracker Payload; the SAMS 
system) before progress can be made on Acceptance Testing.  
 
In regard to the System Level tests, the remaining areas still requiring significant attention are outlined below. 
Many of these are discussed in the accompanying document “SALT Status Report”, so further details will not 
be repeated here. However, relevant comments concerning anticipated progress are made.  
 
 

1. Basic Functionality & Operational Performance 
As mentioned in the status report, a large hindrance to achieving SALT’s functional and operational 
specification can be attributed to software issues, both at the Telescope Control System (TCS) and 
Tracker level. Reliability of these subsystems is directly affecting the ability to undertake routine science 
operations, and much effort has been invested over the last few months in attending to latent defects 
and improving overall reliability by dedicated software engineering weeks.  
 
It was therefore not considered to be prudent to conduct an exhaustive series of functional performance 
tests until such time as the overall robustness and reliability of the telescope system was demonstrated. 
This is already improving, and it is anticipated that within the coming months we will be in a position to 
make some progress on this ATP. One of these tests includes a 2-week run of full operations where 
science target acquisition and tracking is done, or at least simulated, in order to derive the various 
timescale/efficiency numbers (e.g. slew time, track convergence time, acquisition time, guidance set up 
time).  
   
2. Environmental 
Most of these tests are to demonstrate the telescope’s performance over the nominal (and degraded) 
operating conditions. They include parameters like Image Quality performance, and therefore this item 
is often specifically linked to others and will be tested as part of these other tests. As an example, for 
image quality tests, the environmental conditions are logged through the Event Logging System, so that 
performance as a function of environmental conditions will be derived in the long term, when sufficient 
statistics are build up.  
 
3. Image Quality 
Image Quality testing is an on-going activity, discussed in detail in the status report and on the SALT 
website. Further development of the ATP is required (e.g. procedures for the use of the Hartmann and 
“speckle” camera), and documenting the procedures using the de facto testing camera, SALTICAM 
ACSI.  

 
4. Pointing & Tracking 
Pointing & Tracking reliability has been intimately connected to the performance of the Tracker and the 
TCS.  Many Tracker software issues have been resolved recently with the vendor, but a remaining 
issue is the overall reliability of the Tracker Computer, which is prone to “hanging” up to several times a 
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night. Similarly, pointing commands are often not executed correctly, requiring re-pointings or choosing 
alternative objects.  
 
A Tracker VCRM review was held on 9 Dec 2005, during which all of the remaining Tracker issues at 
that time were reviewed. A total of 322 items out of 407 were passed, 1 failed (time to converge to 
track) and the remaining 85 conceded. The fact that overall reliability continues to be an issue reflects 
the inadequacy of using the Tracker specification alone in deciding whether or not it is acceptable. The 
specified “down time” for Tracker failures is <2 h/year, which is clearly exceeded. 

 
 
2. VCRM Status 
The following table reflects the latest status of the System and Subsystem VCRMs. The responsibility for the 
completion of the VCRMs and the ATPs now resides with the SALT Operations Divisions, with the SALT 
Systems Engineer, Herman Kriel, having major responsibility for the completion of both system and 
subsystem testing. The former will also be supported by the SALT Project Scientist. 
 
Major reviews of progress are currently planned for July-August, some of which is contingent on suitable 
progress with completion of Payload commissioning. 
 

Table 1:  Summary of VCRM status 
 

TOPIC   STATUS   

  RESP PASS CONCEDE FAIL LATER % 
NEXT 
REVIEW 

SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS               
Basic functionality & Operational 
performance HK/DB 27 3 0 56 35% Jul-06 
Design Verification HK/DB 74 7 0 4 95%   
Environmental HK/DB 6 1 0 27 21% Jul-06 
Image Quality HK/DB 0 0 0 20 0% Jul-06 
Interfaces HK/DB 45 2 0 0 100%   
Pointing & Tracking HK/DB 3 0 0 5 38% Jul-06 
Safety HK/DB 34 5 0 2 95%   
Thermal Tests HK/DB 63 3 0 1 99%   
Subsystem HK/DB 324 44 0 25 94%   
SYSTEM TOTAL 781 576 65 0 140 82%   

%   74% 8% 0% 18%     
                
SUBSYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS               
Dome HK 190 14 0 2 99%   
Facility HK 469 43 1 3 99%   
Payload JB/DB 158 14 0 333 34% Aug-06 
Primary Mirror HG 1060 107 5 50 95%   
Structure HK 176 26 0 1 100%   
TCS JB 148 16 1 70 70% Jul-06 
Tracker HK 322 85 1 0 100%   
SUBSYSTEM TOTAL 3294 2523 305 7 459 86%   
%   77% 9% 0% 14%     

Key: HK = Herman Kriel, DB = David Buckley, JB = Janus Brink 
 
The dates in the “next review” column are the current best estimates. These are not necessarily the dates at 
which all remaining items will be addressed, but rather dates where it is considered that substantial progress 
can be made in signing off many outstanding items. 
 
All of these reviews will involve participation by the SALT Systems Engineer and representatives of the 
Acceptance Testing Committee. System level test documentation will be sent to the external ATP Committee 
members (Drs Bromage & Fesen) for review. 
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3. Outstanding System Level ATPs 
The following table includes samples of the remaining ATP items to be signed off from the system level VCRM. Each item is therefore a particular 
requirement from the SALT System Specification. The first block pertains to the remaining IQ issues, while the second and third blocks include the 
specifications on the focal plane, acquisition, tracking, guidance and throughput. The “status” column reflects the current situation, and is either “later” (to be 
done), “pass”, “concede” or “fail”. Past reports include a discussion of the testing methodology and definitions of “test”, “review”, “analysis” and “inspection”.  
 
 

Table 2: Image Quality VCRM items from System Level requirements   
 

SALT SYSTEM Verification Cross-reference matrix
Measured 
Result 

Test Type [Note 5] Test 
Manager 

NotesStatus 
[Note 7]

Requirement Test 
Method 

Test Level 
[Note 1]

Test Reference 
[Note 3]

Sub-
Para

Para. Heading

 
171 5.3.1.1 Image Quality N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
172 5.3.1.1.1 a Basic Image 

Quality
The contribution of SALT to the on-sky image angular diameters 
measured at the system focal plane directly after Primary Mirror 
alignment, at a wavelength of 633nm, shall not exceed the values 
below in >90% of cases (design goal is 95% of cases). The allo

System N/A N/A N/A Image Quality AS N/A

173 b EE(50) <= 0.6” System Test Image Quality AS Later

174 c EE(80) <= 0.9“ TBC8 System Test Image Quality AS Later

175 d The design goal shall also be to achieve the following image 
diameters:

System N/A Image Quality AS N/A

176 e EE(50) <=0.4“ System Test Image Quality AS Later

177 f EE(80) <= 0.6“ TBC8 System Test Image Quality AS Later

178 g The above values specifically exclude the effect of natural seeing, 
which has a median value of 0.9”  FWHM at the zenith for  the site 
(corresponding to an EE(50)=1.0” and EE(80)=1.7”).  

System Info Image Quality AS Info

179 5.3.1.1.2 Image Quality 
Retention

The image quality specified in 5.3.1.1.1 shall not be degraded by 
more than 10% after 5 days have passed since the last Primary 
Mirror Alignment and the environmental temperature has remained 
within specification.

System Test Image Quality AS Later

180 5.3.1.1.3 Degraded Image 
Quality

Under marginal operating conditions (as specified in 5.3.3.2) the 
image quality defined in 5.3.1.1.1 shall not be degraded by more than 
20%.

System T/A Image Quality AS Later

181 5.3.1.1.4 Allocation of non-
performance 
Probability

A corollary to the requirement of 5.3.1.1.1 is that even in ideal 
environmental circumstances there is a 10% probability  (goal <5%) 
that the required image quality may not be met at a particular instant. 
Table 4 allocates this probability to various fact

System N/A Image Quality AS N/A

182 a Contributor                                                    Spec       Goal System N/A Image Quality AS N/A
183 b Statistical tolerance Erro Budget                      5%        1% System Analysis Image Quality AS Later
184 c Wind Conditions Reduce Venti (v<0.5m/s)         1%      1% System Analysis Image Quality AS Later
185 d Wind Conditions Cause large windshake           3%      2% System Analysis Image Quality AS Later
186 e Statistcal errors on PM & Tracker                       1%      1% System Analysis Image Quality AS Later
187 f Total Prbabilityof Non-performance                  10%       5% System Analysis Image Quality AS Later
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Table 3: Focal Plane & Acquisition VCRM items  

196 5.3.1.2 Image Focal 
surface

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A AS N/A

197 5.3.1.2.1 Field of View The system science FOV shall be a circle with radius of 4 arc minutes 
on sky, measured from the optical axis.

System Review Image Quality AS Later

198 5.3.1.2.2 Focal Plane scale The physical FOV shall be related to the angular FOV by a nominal 
scale of 205µm per arc-second (i.e. physical FOV has a radius of 
49.2mm); the final figure is TBD2.  TBD2: 

System Test Image Quality AS Later

199 5.3.1.2.3 a Focal Surface 
Shape

The focal surface will be flat.  The PFIS will access the straight 
through beam, while other focal stations will be accessed by 45° fold 
mirrors

System Review Image Quality AS Later

200 b The PFIS will access the straight through beam, while other focal 
stations will be accessed by 45° fold mirrors

System Review Image Quality AS Later

201 5.3.1.2.4 Focal Plane F-
Ratio

The f/ ratio shall be not less than f/3.6 and not more than f/4.5; the 
final figure is TBD2

System Review Image Quality AS Later

202 5.3.1.3 Pupil Size The diameter of the SAC optical pupil projected on PM shall be 10.6 
+-0.4m

System Review Image Quality AS Later

203 5.3.1.4 Object Acquisition N/A System N/A N/A N/A N/A LN N/A
204 5.3.1.4.1 Capability The telescope shall have the capability to bring an object of 

accessable specified RA and DEC into the Field-of-View for all 
objects within the current accessible region of the sky.

System Review Pointing and Tracking LN Pass Refer to 5.3.1.4.8

205 5.3.1.4.2 a First Acquisition 
Time

It shall be possible to complete a Structure and Tracker slew from 
any point in the allowable range to any other accessible point to the 
specified acquisition accuracy within 3 minutes 90% of the time and 5 
minutes 99% of the time. 

System Test Basic Functionality 
and Operational 
Performance

GS Later See Operational test *****

206 b When an azimuth slew is not required, the acquisition time will be < 2 
min 80% of the time (goal: <1 min 90% of the time). 

System Review see 217 Basic Functionality 
and Operational 
Performance

GS Later See Operational test *****

207 c Acquisition times will be < 60 seconds (goal < 30 seconds) for >95% 
of potential targets

System Test Basic Functionality 
and Operational 
Performance

GS Concede Specification error

208 5.3.1.4.3 Re-acquisition 
Time

Re-acquisition of objects after an azimuth move of less than 13 
degrees shall be < 2 min. 

System Test Basic Functionality 
and Operational 
Performance

GS Later See Operational test *****

209 5.3.1.4.4 a Acquisition 
Accuracy

The telescope shall have an absolute pointing accuracy of < 15” peak 
to peak (goal < 10“) to any accessible point in the sky after an 
azimuth move. 

System T,A Pointing and Tracking LN Later SALT-1000AP0077 Issue 
1,section 4

210 b The system shall provide the applicable error messages if the 
specified RA and DEC are not accessible.

System Test Basic Functionality 
and Operational 
Performance

GS Later See TCS VCRM

211 5.3.1.4.5 Setting Time Once the object has been acquired in the FOV, the system shall be 
capable of positioning the object at the desired location in the FOV, 
within 60s, excluding human decision time. This time includes the 
movement of guide probes, if these are used.

System Review Pointing and Tracking LN Later Assuming move will be 
less than 15"; SALT-
1000AP0077 Issue 
1,section 4

212 5.3.1.4.6 Setting Accuracy The accuracy with which an acquired object can be re-positioned 
within the FOV, shall be better than 0.1” 

System Test Pointing and Tracking LN Later SALT-1000AP0077 Issue 
1,section 5

213 5.3.1.4.7 a Acquisition Man-
Machime Interface

Normal acquisition will be in automatic mode, i.e. the targets are pre-
programmed, and acquisition will be executed as soon as the 
previous target has been completed.  

System Review Basic Functionality 
and Operational 
Performance

GS Later See Operational test *****

214 b Manual acquisition will be done by typing in an RA and Dec for the 
target object, and then clicking on a “GO” command.

System Review Basic Functionality 
and Operational 
Performance

GS Later See functional & 
Operational tests ******

215 5.3.1.4.8 a Acquisition range This tracker shall have access to declinations -75° 22' < d <10° 37' 
with a 180° azimuth rotation. 

System Test Pointing and Tracking LN Pass SALT-1000AP0077 Issue 
1,section 6

216 b The telescope shall have access to all azimuth positions and an 
unobstructed view of the sky (except for the CCAS tower).

SS 
Structure

Inspect Subsystem Tests WE Pass SS
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Table 4: Tracking, Guiding & Throughput VCRM items from System Level requirements 
217 5.3.1.5 Object Tracking 

and Guidance
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A LN N/A

218 5.3.1.5.1 Open-loop 
Tracking

Open loop tracking shall be sufficient to maintain pointing accuracy 
as specified in 5.3.1.4.4 over a tracking period of up to 2h.

System Test Pointing and Tracking LN Pass SALT-1000AP0077 Issue 
1,section 7

219 5.3.1.5.2 a Closed-loop 
tracking accuracy

Once acquired, the bore-sight will track guidance object and the error 
vector between target centroid and bore-sight will be <0.1 arc-second 
RMS over the entire tracking range.  

System Review Pointing and Tracking LN Later SALT-1000AP0077 Issue 
1,section 8

220 b Field rotation compensation shall not degrade images by more than 
0.25 arc-second.

System Test Image Quality AS Later Perhaps tested under IQ, 
error budget Exxx, over 2h 
period; Rho subsystem 
FAT sufficient - Rho errors 
< 50", resulting in less 
than 0.025" image smear 

221 5.3.1.5.3 a Tracking rates The tracker shall follow the motions of objects that deviate from 
sidereal track rate by as much as 4” per second , meeting the 
requirement in 5.3.1.5.2.  

System Test Pointing and Tracking LN Pass SALT-1000AP0077 Issue 
1,section 10

222 b The tracker optical payload shall rotate to keep a constant image 
orientation during an entire observation (~230º).

SS Tracker 
&Payload

Review SALT-
1516AP1338, 
section 8

234deg Subsystem Tests LN Pass SS

223 5.3.1.5.4 Tracking range The tracker shall be able to follow any object along a 12° arc in Right 
Ascension anywhere in the required declination range, as per 
5.3.1.4.8

System Test Pointing and Tracking LN Pass SALT-1000AP0077 Issue 
1,section 9

224 5.3.1.5.5 Loss of Tracking If closed-loop tracking is lost during an observation, the tracker shall 
perform open-loop tracking from the last measured location of the 
object.

System Test Pointing and Tracking LN Pass SALT-1000AP0077 Issue 
1,section 11

225 5.3.1.5.6 Brightness of 
guidance object

The system shall be capable of performing closed-loop tracking on an 
object of magnitude  TBD8 with a probability of better than  TBD8 and 
an exposure and read-out time less than TBD8 seconds. TBD8 = 
19th magnitude, 90% probability, 15secs 

SS Tracker 
&Payload

Review Subsystem Tests LN Later See JM latest analysis; 

226 5.3.1.6 System Alignment The requirements for the alignment of the system as a whole, will be 
determined from the error budget and is TBC3.  The following 
headings will be addressed:

System Info Info Info Basic Functionality 
and Operational 
Performance

GS Info

227 5.3.1.6.1 Capability TBC3 = A procedure and/or software shall be provided whereby the 
telescope on-sky pointing error can be measured and corrected.

SS TCS Review Basic Functionality 
and Operational 
Performance

GS Later To be done at TCS SS level

228 5.3.1.6.2 Accuracy TBC3 = The acuracy of the alignment procedure shall be such that 
when completed, the telescope shall meet Acquisition Accuracy 
specified in 5.3.1.4.4.

System Review See 5.3.1.4.4. Basic Functionality 
and Operational 
Performance

GS Later Pointing and Tracking

229 5.3.1.7 Primary Mirror 
Alignment

N/A System N/A N/A N/A Basic Functionality 
and Operational 
Performance

GS N/A

230 5.3.1.7.1 a Capability A capability shall be provided to optically align the Primary Mirror 
segments to the accuracy required to achieve the optical 
performance specified in 5.3.1.1.

SS PM Review Subsystem Tests JS Pass SS PMAS VCRM Moved to JS (PMSS)

231 b Good imaging performance shall be maintained through an active 
primary mirror segment alignment system, which should be able to 
correct for both mechanical flexure and thermal effects, including 
hysteresis. 

SS PM Review Subsystem Tests JS Later PMAS VCRM Moved to JS (PMSS)

232 5.3.1.7.2 Maximum duration The total time to optically re-align the Primary Mirror 5 days after the 
previous alignment shall be less than 2 hours, with a goal of 1 hour.

SS PM Test Subsystem Tests JS Pass SS PMAS VCRM

233 5.3.1.8 Light throughput N/A System N/A N/A N/A Basic Functionality 
and Operational 
Performance

GS N/A

234 5.3.1.8.1 a Throughput vs 
Frequency

The telescope shall transmit light to the focal surface with minimal 
losses. Figure 8 below shows the minimum transmittance 
requirement in three pass bands. This includes the combined total 
surface reflectivity’s (i.e. of the primary mirror plus 4-mirror 

System A,T Basic Functionality 
and Operational 
Performance

GS Later Measure using standard 
stars and various filters 
(narrow band preferable)
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4. Subsystem VCRMs 
As can be seen from Table 1, at total of 2,523 items from the subsystem requirements have been passed out of a total of 3,294 items, or 77%. About 9% of 
these requirements were conceded, with no overall impact expected on the final performance of the telescope, and 14% still needing to be formally tested or 
considered. 
 
Table 6 is an example of some of the remaining significant items to be tested for one of the subsystems, namely SAMS (edge sensors). This does not include 
the specific Milestone ATP tests, still to be completed on the full array, which are itemized in the following table: 
 

ATP Test # Tip/Tilt rms ∆∆∆∆T ( °°°°C ) R.H. ( % ) Fraction of Nights 
with no realigning 

Fraction of Nights with 
only ≤≤≤≤ 1 realignment 

1 < 0.10 ” 3.2 < 66% 45% 70% 
2 < 0.10 “ 5.8 < 87% 70% 90% 

  
 

Table 6: VCRM for SAMS items from Mirror Alignment specification 
Ref. Par. Sub Ref Requirement Me-thod Accep-

tance 

criteria

Test / Review 

occasion

Doc & Par. No. Result 
P,F,C

Remarks

M
A

C
S

S
A

M
S

C
C

A
S

S
P

S

4.3.2.2.3  Degraded Alignment Control: SAMS specific A
Any malfunctioning of sensors that can be detected at the SAMS level, 
will be reported to MACS.  The removal of sensors from the system will 
in no way effect the performance of the remaining sensors.  

T L L

5 Performance and Technical Requirements A A A A
A PMAS will achieve the required performance and technical 

requirements if the individual SUBSYSTEMS meet the requirements 
specified in Section 6.  

T/I 11-Jun-04 This doc par 6 P SPS, MACS, CCAS pass P L P P

5.4.2 Inside telescope chamber (SAMS and SPS) 11-Jun-04 A A
A SAMS and SPS must be able to function fully under the “normal 

environmental conditions”, less than 10% degradation of performance 
(measured in EE(50%) image quality degradation) under “marginal 
conditions”, and survive over a 20 year period under occasion

T 11-Jun-04 This doc par 6 L L P

B Temperature Norm: -0°C < T < 20°C,   Marg:  -10°C< T<25°C,   Surv:  -
20°C<T<45°C

T This doc par 6 L L P

C Temperature gradient: Norm: dT/dt <1.5 °C/hour,   Marg: dT/dt <2.0 
°C/hour

T This doc par 6 L L P

D Humidity: Norm: 5% < RH < 97% non condensing,   Marg: 5% < RH < 
97% non condensing,  Surv: 100%, occasional condensation

T This doc par 6 L L P

5.4.3 Inside coating chamber (SAMS) A
A The mirror mounts, with SPS’s actuators still attached, will be 

separated from the segments prior to aluminising.  Components of 
SAMS’s edge sensors not removed at this stage will be subjected to 
the mirror cleaning chemicals (water and caustic soda or eq

T L L

B Temp:  0°C < T < 60°C L L
C Vacuum:  Up to 10-6 mbar L L  
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6.3 SAMS Technical Requirements A

6.3.1 Measurement performance A
6.3.1.1 Allowable measurement uncertainty for tip/tilt/piston errors A

A SAMS shall have total system performance that will identify and provide 
relative segment displacement at the edge sensor locations (in Z-
direction according to Telecentric axes system shown in Figure 2) 
accurately to 50 nm RMS or better.  This requirement

T L L

6.3.1.2 Total Measurement Uncertainty GRoC errors A
SAMS shall sense and provide corrections to maintain GRoC of the PM 
array to within 0.20 mm from the reference GRoC measured by CCAS.

T L

6.3.2 Sensing Ranges A
A SAMS shall sense mirror segment positions over the following ranges: Info Info P

(a) To acquire information for segment tip/tilt/piston, a linear range at the 
sensor’s location on the segment position of ± 0.50mm minimum is 
required.

T 1441AP5000 par 
IV3.1

P Demonstrated at FAT P

(b) GroG over a range of the following required: design GRoC ± 6.0 mm. T 1441AP5000 par 
IV4

P Demonstrated at FAT P

6.3.3 Alignment Control Duration A
The specified alignment sensing and provision of readings to MACS 
shall be maintained within the specified performance over a continuous 
period of 5 days, 24 hours a day, regardless of temperature, humidity 
or other variations stated in this Specification

T L L

6.3.8 Calibration mode frequency and duration A
Up to 30 minutes, at a frequency of not more than once every 30 days, 
will be available for Calibration mode (Section 4.3.5).  Calibration will 
be performed during daytime

T L L

6.3.11 Electrical Power Consumption A
SAMS electronics, excluding the control computer, shall during 
Alignment Control Mode operate at an average electrical power 
consumption of less than 1000 Watt. 

T L Not measured yet L

6.3.12 Thermal management and Electrical Power Consumption A
(c ) Inside igloos below mirror truss the total power dissipation will be 500 

W or less.
T L Not measured yet L

6.3.13 Reliability A
6.3.13.2 Mean Time Between Failure A

The MTBF for SAMS shall be no less than 1,800 hours.  This 
requirement states the mean time between the failure of one of SAMS’ 
sensors or any electronic component, to the next.  The MTTR shall be 
1 hour or less, excluding segment handling time.  An MTBF/

A L L
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5. Report on Configured Document Database and Archive 
Part of the completion of SALT involves an audit of the project documentation. This has been an ongoing 
process since 2004, carried out by former SAAO librarian, Ethleen Lastovica, who has been contracted as 
Document Controller. This report summarizes the present situation: 
 
The auditing and consolidation of SALT documentation is an on-going project that entails:  

• locating documents 
• numbering them if necessary according to the SALT system structure 
• entering them in the Excel read-only database 
• bringing documents together in ring binders or preparing oversize drawings for hanging cabinets 
• current copies of drawings, manuals and selected other documents are duplicated and prepared as 

working copies for SALT at Sutherland 
• the initial aim of the archive in Cape Town is to preserve a complete collection of all documents 

relating to the SALT Foundation and the development phase of the telescope. 
 
By May 2006 it is estimated that about 80% of the preliminary phase of the documentation process is 
complete. This is a scrappy phase of the project because unnumbered documents that need to be included 
in the database are being found. These documents may have been left behind by people who are no longer 
working for SALT; new documents have sometimes been written by staff but not registered in the database 
or SALT document number assigned. In some cases updates of documents have been created but never 
handed over for recording in the configured document database. Other minor problem areas relate to 
template variables, such as headers and footers, which were not changed with succeeding versions, and, 
using automatic date updates which make it difficult to identify the version and date of issue of a document. 
 
A major hurdle is to link electronic files to the document descriptions in the database. The reasons for the 
problem are that: 
 

• documents reserved against a SALT document number in the database have not been written so 
consequently no paper or electronic file is available 

• vendors have not supplied documentation or computer files of their work 
• authors have not supplied computer files for inclusion in the database. This is particularly true of in-

house (SALT or SAAO) design/manufacturing drawings. 
• and most importantly, many drawings have been prepared with specialized software that is not 

accessible to the Document Controller responsible for creating the links in the database. (As all 
filenames do not describe the document and version adequately, the files need to be opened for 
identification so that they can be linked to the correct document description). 

 
The technical staff at SALT need to identify additional documents in the database that will be required on site. 
 
At the beginning of May 2006, the database lists approximately 5 500 documents. 

 
 

In Cape Town the documents are filed in: 
121 A4 ring binders 

2 hanging cabinets for oversize drawings 
8 filing cabinet drawers (1 m in length) 
5 A3-size flip files containing drawings provided by RRS 

 
In Sutherland the documents are filed in: 

52 A4 ring binders 
1 hanging cabinet for oversize drawings 
5 A3-size flip files containing drawings provided by RRS 

 
 
  


